Abstract-A new class of spherical codes is constructed by selecting a finite subset of flat tori from a foliation of the unit sphere S 2L−1 ⊂ R 2L and designing a structured codebook on each torus layer. The resulting spherical code can be the image of a lattice restricted to a specific hyperbox in R L in each layer. Group structure and homogeneity, useful for efficient storage and decoding, are inherited from the underlying lattice codebook. A systematic method for constructing such codes are presented and, as an example, the Leech lattice is used to construct a spherical code in R 48 . Upper and lower bounds on the performance, the asymptotic packing density and a method for decoding are derived.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of placing points on the unit Euclidean sphere of a given dimension has attracted the attention of engineers, mathematicians and scientists and has relevance to many diverse fields of science and engineering. In communication theory, point sets on the unit sphere are useful for communicating over a Gaussian channel and are a natural generalization of phase shift keyed signal sets (PSK) to dimensions greater than two. The point placement problem in this case is formulated as a packing problem in which the objective is to pack as many spherical caps of given radius as possible on the sphere. The dual to the packing problem is the covering problem, useful in facility location, in which the problem is to minimize the number of spherical caps of a given radius so that every point on the sphere is covered. In quantization, point sets on the sphere form a key component in shape-gain vector quantizers [7] . Point sets on the sphere with special properties are known as spherical t-designs. An overview on spherical codes and its properties can be found in [14] , [4] and two families of asymptotically dense codes are presented in [8] , [9] . Lists of good spherical packings, coverings and designs can be found online at [13] .
In this paper, we describe a new method for constructing spherical codes for the communication problem. While it is important to maximize the packing density, additional practical considerations such as storage and easy decoding are also important. The codes presented here have low construction and decoding complexity and, for not asymptotically small C. Torezzan is with the School of Applied Sciences, University of Campinas, Brazil (e-mail: cristiano.torezzan@fca.unicamp.br. S.I.R. Costa is with the Institute of Mathematics, University of Campinas, Brazil (email: sueli@ime.unicamp.br. V. A. Vaimshampayan is with AT&T Shannon Laboratory, Florham Park, NJ, USA (e-mail:vinay@research.att.com).
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The paper is organized as follows. The flat tori foliation of the sphere is introduced in Sec. II. Sec. III describes our proposal of Torus Layes Spherical Codes (TLSC) which is based on a foliation of the unit sphere in R 2L . In Sec. IV an example of TLSC in R 4 , which is cyclic in each layer is presented with comparisons to some well known constructions. In Sec. V it is described how lattices with good packing density in R L can be used to construct TLSC in R 2L . As an example the Leech Lattice is used to construct a spherical code in R 48 . Upper and lower bounds on the performance and asymptotic packing density of the TLSC are derived Sec. VI. Finally a decoding method for our codes is described in Sec. VII.
II. FOLIATION OF THE SPHERE BY FLAT TORI
The unit sphere S 2L−1 ⊂ R 2L can be foliated with flat tori (Clifford Tori) [1] , [5] as follows. For each unit radius vector c c c
The image of Φ c c c is the torus T c c c , a flat L-dimensional surface on the unit sphere S 2L−1 . Φ c c c is an embedding of the flat torus T c c c , generated by the hyperbox:
Note also that each vector of S 2L−1 belongs to one, and only one, of these flat tori, some of which may be degenerate 1 . The Gaussian curvature of a torus T c c c is zero [1] and T c c c can be cut and flattened into an L-dimensional box, P c c c , just as a cylinder in R 3 can be cut and flattened into a 2-dimensional rectangle. Since the inner product ∂Φ c c c /∂u i , ∂Φ c c c /∂u j = δ ij , the application Φ c c c is a local isometry, which means that any measure of length, area and L-dimensional volume on T c c c is the same of the corresponding pre-image in the L-dimensional hyperbox P c c c (2) .
We say that the family of flat tori T c c c and their degenerations, with c c c = (c 1 , c 2 , .., c L ), c c c = 1, c i ≥ 0, defined above is a foliation on the unit sphere of S 2L−1 ⊂ R 2L . Let T b b b and T c c c be two flat tori, defined by unit vectors b b b and c c c with non vanishing coordinates. We can assert that:
Proposition 1: The minimum distance between two points on these flat tori is
Proof: This follows from observing that
with equality holding if, and only if,
Note that Proposition 1 can also be extended to degenerate tori by replacing c i cos
The distance between two points on the same torus T c c c given by
is bounded in terms of u u u − v v v by the following proposition. 
Proof: This proposition is an extension of a result presented in [16] and its proof follows similar arguments. We can show that for fixed ∆, the minimum and the maximum distortion, which correspond to maximum and minimum bending, occur whenever u u u − v v v = ∆c c c and u u u − v v v = ∆e e e ξ respectively, where e e e j denotes the canonical unit basis vector which is nonzero only along the jth coordinate.
III. TORUS LAYER SPHERICAL CODES IN R

2L
Our goal is to construct a spherical code in R 2L with minimum distance equal to a given value d. We denote such a code by T LSC(2L, d).
Before presenting a formal construction technique, we describe the main idea. Given a distance d ∈ (0, √ 2], we firstly define a finite set of tori on S 2L−1 such that the minimum distance, according to Proposition 1, between any two of these tori is greater than d. Then, for each one of these tori, a finite set of points is chosen in R L such that the distance between any two points, when embedded in R 2L by the standard parametrization (1), is greater than d. This set of points may belong to a L−dimensional lattice, restricted to the hyperbox (2) or to any other suitably chosen set. The T LSC(2L, d) is the union of the images under (1) of each finite sets of points, one for each torus. Figure 2 illustrates the construction of a T LSC (4, d) .
Note that the pre-image of the points in a single layer of T LSC(2L, d) lie inside an L−dimensional box and hence we are working in half of the code dimension. For not that small values of d, our codes compare favorably in terms of code size with previous codes [6] , [8] and [9] (see Tables IV and  III ). In addition, the group structure of our code in each layer allows efficient storage and decoding. 
A. The construction of Torus Layer Spherical Codes
Each point c c c ∈ SC(L, d) + defines a flat torus T c c c in the unit sphere in R 2L and hence a hyperbox P c c c , according to ( 2) . The performance of a T LSC is directly related to the methods used for constructing SC(L, d) + and Y Tc c c . In (i) we must choose a SC(L, d) + with good density and, if possible, some symmetries. For this purpose we may use any suitable spherical code, e.g., a L-dimensional T LSC, or some other known structured spherical codes, such as wrapped [8] , laminated [9] or apple peeling [6] spherical codes. We could also use a non structured spherical code, e.g. one of the codes listed at [13] . Since the cardinality of the set SC(L, d) + is much smaller than the final code, unstructured spherical codes are also acceptable. For (ii) a good option is to consider lattice points inside each hyperbox P c c c . Through the maps Φ c c c they generate group codes in each torus layer [11] . In the next Sections we present examples of this construction.
A two step-T LSC(2L + 1, d) can also be constructed in odd dimensions by first slicing the unit sphere S 2L ⊂ R
2L+1
through hyperplanes perpendicular to the canonical vector e 2L+1 , such that the minimum distance between two hyperplanes is at least d. Table IV shows a comparison between T LSC(5, d) and the apple peeling codes presented in [6] for the same distance.
IV. A PIECEWISE CYCLIC FOUR DIMENSIONAL TLSC
In order to clarify the technique and present an example, we construct a torus layer spherical code T LSC (4, d) . For each layer we will design a cyclic group code so that the resulting code will be a piecewise cyclic spherical code.
Step (i) in this construction is to choose a good spherical code in R 2 . Since the best spherical code in R 2 with minimum distance d is unique (up to rotation) and is symmetric (the code is the set of vertices of a regular polygon inscribed in the unit circle), the only design choice is to determine a good rotation for points in the positive quadrant.
Our approach is to select points located symmetrically in relation to the line with unit slope. Thus
where
Note that each flattened torus T α±j is a rectangle with sides of length 2π cos(α ±j ) and 2π sin(α ±j ).
In step (ii), we fill each torus T α±j searching for the largest cyclic group code, with minimum distance d and initial vector x 0±j = (cos(α ±j ), 0, sin(α ±j ), 0).
A cyclic group code of order M in R 4 is an orbit of an initial unit vector under action of the cyclic group of orthogonal matrices generated by a (2 × 2)-block diagonal matrix
where gcd(g j1 , g j2 ) = 1. The pre-image of this cyclic group code by Φ c c c is a lattice in R 2 [11] . The search for the largest group code for each torus T αj , attained by an L-dimensional lattice can be accomplished based on [15] and a simplified algorithm is described here.
This problem is, loosely, a dual to the initial vector problem (IVP) [12] , [2] , which is a classic problem in group codes. In IVP is given a group and the problem is to find a unit vector in order to maximize the minimum distance in its orbit. Here we have the initial vector x 0±j (which defines the torus T α±j ) and wish to find the largest cyclic group such that the minimum distance in its orbit is, at least, a previously fixed value d.
A. An example: T LSC(4, 0.3)
We now illustrate the construction of a quasi-cyclic torus layer spherical code for n = 4 and d = 0.3.
Algorithm to search for the best cyclic group code in R 4 for a given initial vector x 0j .
• From 6 we get α +1 = 0.935966, α +2 = 1.2371, and α +3 = 1.53824, which define the points of SC(L, d) + above the line y = x, according (5).
• For each torus T α+j , we have found the largest cyclic group code using the algorithm 1. The result is: • Finally, for each torus T α+j we consider the symmetric layer T α−j , just interchanging the coordinates. The resulting code T LSC(4, 0.3) has 6 layers, pairwise symmetric, with 20, 146, 233, 233, 146, 20 points respectively and thus the entire code has 798 points.
Due to the symmetry and group structure of this code, in order to store all 798 codewords in this T LSC(4, 0.3) is only required columns 1, 5 and 6 of table I. The constructiveness of the codewords is a good aspect of the Torus Layers Spherical Codes when compared with several other known construction of spherical codes.
In the Table III , we compare torus layer spherical codes to three other known spherical codes: apple-peeling [6] , wrapped [8] and laminated [9] , at various minimum distances d. In this section we discuss how dense lattices in R L with good packing density can be used to construct a well structured TLSC in R 2L . This is done by considering orthogonal Ldimensional sublattices in step (ii) of our construction.
We first complete the step (i) of our construction for a given minimum distance d where each point c c c ∈ SC(d, L) + ⊂ S L−1 defines precisely the lengths of an orthogonal hyperbox
For a chosen L-dimensional lattice Λ, we look for an orthogonal sublattice Λ 1 such that the fundamental region F of Λ 1 approaches P c c c . Then Λ 1 should be scaled to a latticẽ Λ 1 in order to get P c c c as its fundamental region.
The lattice points ofΛ 1 inside P c c c are identified with the quotientΛ/Λ 1 and inherit the associated group structure, sincẽ Λ/Λ 1 is isomorphic to Λ/Λ 1 . The image by Φ c c c of these points defines a commutative group code in R 2L , with initial vector defined by vector c c c ∈ SC(d, L) + [11] , [15] .
In addition, let B and B 1 be the generator matrices of the latticesΛ andΛ 1 respectively and let Q be an integer matrix such that B 1 = BQ. Then the characterization and the set of generators of the groupΛ/Λ 1 can be obtained from the standard Smith Normal Form of Q [3] , [15] . This strategy can be recursively applied to all flat torus layers defined by SC(d, L) + to get a piecewise commutative TLSC in R 2L , i.e. a spherical code constituted of layers of commutative group codes.
A. A 48-dimensional TLSC from the Leech Lattice
To illustrate the construction described above, we present next a piecewise commutative group code in R 48 with minimum distance d = 0.1, designed from an orthogonal sublattice of the Leech Lattice. Although the number of points in this code is of order 10 34 the construction is quite simple and do not need the storage of the points. In addition, there is a fashion labeling for all points in this code induced by the commutative group code in each layer.
In order to simplify the step (i) and focus our attention in step (ii), we start from a set of 24 points in the unit sphere Each permutation of c c c(t) defines a flat torus on the surface of S 47 ⊂ R 48 which can be flattened into a 24-dimensional hyperbox P c c c . Therefore, the step (i) of our construction is done.
The next step is to find a discrete set of points inside each hiperbox defined above. Since the 24 hiperbox differs only by rotations (or interchange of coordinates) it is enough to solve this problem for one of those tori and we show next how to use the Leech lattice to solve that.
Consider a standard Leech Lattice rescaled by a factor β(d) = 0.10187 to assure minimum distance d = 0.1 in R 48 , after apply the function Φ c c c(t) (according Proposition 2).
Let B be the generator matrix of the scaled Leech lattice Λ 24β with minimum distance β. Since the Leech lattice contains the sublattice 4Z 24 , we can determine a factor α such that the lattice generated by αI, where I is the identity matrix of order 24, is an orthogonal sublattice of Λ 24β . Now, let v v v(t) be an integer vector defined by
Since the length of each edge of the flattened hiperbox P c c c is given by So the matrix B 1 = αdiag(v v v) is a generator matrix of a sublatticeΛ 24β ⊂ Λ 24β which fundamental region approaches hiperbox P c c c . Therefore the number M i (t) of lattice points in this hiperbox is given by the volume of the quotient between these lattices, i.e.
In this example M i (1.35234) = 4.46213 × 10 32 . Since all 24 torus layers are symmetric, the total number of point in the 48-dimensional spherical code is given by M = 24 × M i (t) = 1.07091 × 10 34 .
Since the points inside the hiperbox P c c c are defined by a quotient of Abelian groups, we can use the standard Smith Normal Form [3] of the matrix Q = B −1 B 1 to classify this group and to get the set of generators.
In this example, in each layer the commutative group is isomorphic to Z 64 × Z 256 × Z 512 9 × Z 11264 . In addition, every point x x x i ∈ T LSC(48, 0.1),
32 in each layer of the spherical code can be generated as the orbit though a product of power of rotation matrices by a initial vector c c c(t) as follows Since the group structure are the same for all 24 layers in this T LSC(48, 0.1) spherical code, there is a natural labeling for all the 1.07091×10 34 points in this code induced by the set of permutation vectors SC(L, d) + and the commutative group code in each layer. It means that we are able to generated each one of the code points independently, which is a very useful property in many applications, specially channel coding and vector quantization.
VI. BOUNDS AND DENSITY OF TLSC
1) The grid TLSC: In this section we derive a lower and an upper bound for the number of points in a torus layer spherical code. Both bounds depend on a code SC(L, d) in L-dimensions. More specifically, to present the bounds we will assume that we have completed step (i) of the construction, i.e., assume we have selected and stored k points in SC(L, d) + .
For given d, we construct a T LSC, by choosing Y Tc c c as a subset of the rectangular lattice which lies in the hyperbox P c c c (2). Let c c c i = (c i1,ci2,··· ,c iL ) ∈ SC(L, d) + and u u u be a point in the rectangular lattice is given by u u u = L j=1 m j a ij e e e j , where a ij is the increment along the jth coordinate, e e e j is the jth unit canonical basis vector and m j is an integer, j = 1, 2, . . . , L. Since the hyperbox P c c ci has length 2πc ij along 
2) An upper bound: Suppose again that we have k tori defined by a pre-selected SC(L, d) + . Let c c c i = (c i1 , c i2 , · · · , c ik ) be the ith radius vector in SC(L, d) + . Without loss of generality we consider c ij ≥ c ij+1 ∀i, j. We can use the bound presented in [11] [Proposition 7] to obtain the following upper bound for the number of points M Tc c c i in each torus T c c ci :
where Λ L is the maximum center density of a packing in R L . However, there is an additional consideration. In case of the smallest coordinate of c c c i is small enough we may get
In this case, we should remove the smallest coordinate of c c c i , to project the torus T c c cj into one less dimension and consider a code in that dimension. This process of projection should be carried out until a non zero value for M Ti is found. This is equivalent to place the points in a face of the hiperbox P c c ci . We remark that, in the worst case all but one c ij is zero and the torus degenerates to a circle where at least max π arcsin
Therefore the maximum number of points in each tori is given by
This allow us to dirive an upper bound for the number of points M (2L, d) of a T LSC(2L, d).
Proposition 4: Given a SC(L, d) + with k points, the number of points in a T LSC(2L, d) satisfies Table V shows a comparison between these bounds and a T LSC(4, d) designed in the Section IV. Note the tightness of the upper bound when the distance decreases. 
TABLE V BOUNDS FOR 4-DIMENSIONAL TORUS LAYER SPHERICAL CODES AT VARIOUS MINIMUM DISTANCES
A. Density of TLSC
In this section we analyze the density of the torus layer spherical codes.
Let Γ be the standard Gamma Function,
We shall use
for the L-dimensional volume of the ball bounded by S L−1 . We also use
for the (L − 1)-dimensional volume of a spherical cap on the sphere S 2L−1 with angular radius θ = 2 arcsin(d/2). By using the Taylor series of sin(x) and some standard calculations (see e.g. [8] ) we can obtain
The density of a L-dimensional spherical code with minimum distance d and M codewords is proportion of the area of S L−1 occupied by the union of the spherical caps centered at the codewords and with angular radius θ = 2 arcsin(d/2), that is,
For a given minimum distance d, the maximum cardinality of a L-dimensional spherical code is unknown for all L ≥ 3, except for a handful of values of d [14] , therefore the problem of determine the maximum density of a L-dimensional spherical code is approached through bounds.
Next proposition approaches the density of a torus layer spherical code, for asymptotically small d.
In what follow we denote
Proposition 5: The torus layer spherical code density ∆ T LSC is upper bounded and asymptotically approach the density of ∆ Λ L ×Λ L−1 , where Λ n is the densest lattice in R n .
Proof:
The torus layer spherical code density is given by
M i is the total number of codewords, M i is the number of codewords in the i-th torus layer and k is the total number of layers on which the code lays on. When the distance become small, the number of points in each layer can be approached by considering the best Ldimensional lattice packing [11] 
and therefore
Since the sphere S 2L−1 can be foliated by flat tori, we may assert
where the element of (L − 1)-volume dV is the volume of the "positive" part of the sphere S L−1 divided by the number of tori,
Therefore we may assert
and the number of codewords can be estimated by
Thus, from (7), when d → 0 we get
which is the density of the Cartesian lattice Λ L × Λ L−1 . It should be remarked here that this asymptotic density is much better than the asymptotic density of apple peeling [6] construction but certainly worst than the best lattice packing density in R 2L−1 , which can be achieved by the wrapped [8] and laminated [9] codes. On the other hand, for not that small d, as we have seen in Sec. IV a TLSC can outperform these previous constructions besides having the mentioned features inherit from its group structure.
VII. DECODING
Given an arbitrary x ∈ R n and a n-dimensional spherical code SC, the maximum-likelihood decoding problem is to find y = arg min yi∈SC ||x − y i ||.
For any x ∈ R n and a spherical code SC arg min
In fact, let y ∈ SC, such that
Thus,
and
Therefore, for decoding any received vector x, using a spherical code, we can assume x is a unit vector.
One approach to solve (8) is computing the all the inner products between x and y i ∈ SC and search for y = arg max yi∈SC x, y i .
This process requires O(M n + M ) flops, but the main problem here is that this approach requires the storage of all codebook in the decoder, which is a restrictive requirement for many applications with limited memory. In addition, mostly computations required in the decoding process are done in the half of the code dimension.
In what follows we address on decoding in a T LSC.
For any 2L-dimensional unit vector x we can write
Where,
This means that x belongs to a flat torus of radius
e. c x does not defines a layer in the spherical code and we must project x in the closest layer.
This process involves a spherical decoding in L-dimension, considering just the points in SC(L, d) + which defines the layers of tori in T LSC. As the number of tori is, in general, much smaller of code's cardinality, it does not increase the complexity of the entire process.
For any
is the projection of x in the torus T ci , i.e.,
Let T c ξ be the closest torus to x. With high probability, the solution of (8) belongs to the torus T c ξ , and can be found by decoding the vector
in the L-dimensional hyperbox P c ξ using an efficient algorithm in the half of the code's dimension, which depends on the structure of the points in P c ξ . For instance, for codes designed in previous section, the decoding in P c ξ requires O(L) flops and does not need to store the codebook [4] .
For most applications, we can conclude the decoding process assuming a suboptimal solution. We can also apply an additional step to get a maximum-likelihood decoding as follows.
Let w ξ ∈ R L be the closest point to z ξ in P c ξ and y ξ = ψ c ξ (w ξ ) be its image in S 2L−1 . If d ξ = ||y ξ − x|| < d 2 , the maximum-likelihood decoding is over and y i is the solution for (8) .
If d ξ > d 2 , there might exist another w in some other torus T ci such that ||w − x|| < ||y i − x||
Let us define precisely what tori must be checked. Let N = (ξ i , ξ 2 , · · · , ξ j ), the set of tori for which
We will assume that ∆ ξi ≤ ∆ ξi+1 ∀i = 1, 2, ..., j. Thus, we need to decode iteratively x in the torus defined in N , getting a set of candidates Y = {y ξ , y ξ1 , y ξ2 , · · · , y ξj }, Y ⊂ T LSC(2k, d).
The output of decoding will be the point y * ∈ Y which satisfies ||y * − x|| ≤ ||y − x|| ∀y ∈ Y.
In order to accelerate this process, each value of d ξ , obtained iteratively, can be used to reduce the set N . Figure 5 illustrates the decoding process in a T LSC(2L, d). Each circle represents a torus T c in the code. In this example, just the tori T c ξ and T cw must be checked. The computational complexity in a 2L-dimensional spherical codes constructed in layers of flat tori is dominated by the complexity of decoding in a L-dimensional hyperbox.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We propose a new construction of spherical codes based on the foliation of the unit sphere in even dimensions by flat tori. Given a minimum distance d, the first step in this construction is to select torus layers which have minimum distance d. A codebook is then constructed in each layer by choosing a set of points in a hyperbox in half the code dimension. These points can be selected as cosets of a dense lattice in R L inducing a structured spherical code in R 48 which can be easily labeled and is generated by a commutative group of rotation matrix in each layer. The performance of these torus layer spherical codes is good when compared to the wellknown wrapped spherical codes [8] , laminated spherical codes [9] and apple-peeling codes [6] for not asymptotically small distances. Concerning the coding and decoding process the main advantage comes from their homogeneous structure and the underlying lattice codebook in the half the code dimension.
